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A COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS OF DETECTION METHODS FOR THE MEASUREMENT OF 
PRODUCTION IN A BOUNDARY LAYER
G. R. Offen* and S. J. Kline 




Two hot films and dye visualizations have 
been employed, simultaneously, in a turbulent 
boundary layer to explore the relations among 
visual observations and five kinds of detection 
methods using conditional sampling. The results 
show that all methods correlate positively with 
each other, but not with high enough values of 
correlation coefficients to indicate true corre­
spondence between any two thus far studied. More­
over, none of the detection methods devised to 
date indicate a plateau in number of events as a 
function of trigger threshold.
The results also provide additional informa­
tion on several other matters: (i) the relation­
ship of outward motions from the wall (bursts) 
to inward motions (sweeps); (ii) further details 
on the time and space location of periods of high 
uv-product with respect to the visual models and 
to fluctuation hodograph quadrant, and (iii) some 
data bearing on the transfer of energy in the 
frequency domain during turbulence production 
(cascade processes). The present paper emphasizes 
the relations among the various detection methods 
and visual observations during intervals of high 
uv-product; other results are reported in more 
detail elsewhere.
*Now at University of Santa Clara, California
INTRODUCTION
General
The present paper is taken from a longer and 
more detailed report by Offen and Kline, hereinafter 
called Reference 20 for brevity. Reference 20 
includes two distinct studies. The first compares 
the results of dye and hydrogen bubble visualization 
and examines the relation between ingoing, wallward 
motions (sweeps) and outgoing motions (bursts), its 
major results are contained in Reference 13 and are 
mentioned only briefly here. The current paper 
presents the results of the second study. This 
study employed simultaneously wall-dye injection 
and two hot films in order to study two questions:
(a) the relation among several conditional sampling 
methods of fixed-point velocity time records and 
the reports of the several visual studies currently 
available; (b) the correspondence between any of the 
three stages of "bursting" reported by Kim, et al.
(8) and intervals of high uv-product. It is the 
results regarding questions (a) and (b) of the 
second study, and also some additional results 
which emerge from the same data, which are the 
subject of this paper.
Experimental Methods
The methods employed in the study are given in 
detail in Reference 20 and are therefore only sum­
marized here.*
*The reader needing further detail on methods should 
request Rept. MD-31 from the Thermosciences Div., 
Dept, of Mech. Eng., Stanford University, Stanford, 
California 94305.
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In the study of the relation between dye 
visualization and hydrogen bubble visualization, 
an ability was developed to discriminate the stages 
of bursting described by Kim, et al. (8) (via 
bubbles) using dye visualization. This was done 
because it has not been possible to operate hot 
films and hydrogen bubbles simultaneously without 
destroying the hot films; the reasons for this are 
not fully understood, but numerous attempts have 
not led to success. The dye visualization is 
inherently inferior for this purpose, but it is, 
at this time, the best available method for pro­
viding simultaneous visual and hot film output.
The particular configuration employed used a 
dye-slit* in the wall with a spanwise dimension 
of 35 (measured in non-dimensional wall units).
The hot films consisted of a u-measuring probe 
(TSI Model 2128C quartz-coated cylinder) at y+ =
15 and an X-array (L)ISA Model 55A38 quartz-coated 
boundary-layer probe) at y+ = 33. This particular 
configuration was chosen in order to be able to 
replicate the measurements of Willmarth and Lu (19) 
and also because it spans the zone of most inter­
est.** The u- and X-probes are at the same stream- 
wise location. However, it is important to bear 
in mind that the u- and X-probesare located down­
stream from the dye slit a distance which places 
the average burst passing the probes in the second 
stage of bursting, that is, oscillatory growth in 
the terminology of Kim,et al. (8). The actual 
distance in wall units is Ax+ = 240. The spatial 
arrangements are shown in Figures la and lb.
All tests were run in the tunnel described in 
detail by Morrow and Kline (11). It is octagonal 
with four-inch plexiglas sides. It has particularly 
complete flow-measuring control and particulate and 
chemical filtering systems. All tests in the pre­
sent series employed a core velocity of 0.33 ft/sec. 
The effective cooling velocity concept was used in 
obtaining velocity data from the X-probe.
jc
^As described, for example, by Runstadler, et al .(15).
Corino and Brodkey (5) indicate that the center of 
lifted low-speed streaks occurs at y+ = 15 and inter­
vals of high uv on the average near y+ = 30. Kim, 
et al. (8) give consistent results.
Mean and fluctuation velocities were surveyed 
and were found to be typical of flat-plate boundary 
layers for the moderate unit Reynolds number of 
this type of flow. The resulting integral para­
meters are shown in Table I.
Data Processing for Combined Anemometer-Dye Studies
All data were processed digitally in a com­
puter. Each block of data, from a four-minute run,* 
was sampled at 200 points per second; the result 
was an array of 46,000 data points. Since the 
flows at this velocity in water contain no fluctua­
tion energies of significance above 30 Hz, this is 
fast enough not only to avoid any effects of 
folding, but also to allow the human eye to associ­
ate output with the original trace of fluctuating 
velocity as a function of time. These procedures 
also meet the criterion (sampling above twice the 
Nyquist frequency) which is needed when one wants 
to observe time-varying spectra. Input to the 
computer involved recording on analog tape, 
digitizing and recording on magnetic tape. These 
procedures were controlled in such a way that no 
appreciable noise is added to the data. The 
details are complex and dependent on the particular 
equipment available in the Stanford Hybrid Computer 
Lab; the reader desiring details should refer to 
Reference 20.
The validity of all these operations was 
checked in two ways. First, a plot of 40 seconds 
worth of velocity data was produced by the computer 
from the digital records. This trace was compared 
visually to a similar trace made directly from the 
analog tape, and the comparison was very good. As 
a second check, the mean values and RMS of the 
digital data were compared to the values measured 
on-line during the conduct of the experiment. With 
one exception, the two sets of data agree to within 
5%.
As a result of this processing system and re­
lated timing marks on the 16mm motion-picture film 
which are coded to visual descriptors punched on 
IBM cards, it is possible to relate fluctuating 
velocities to particular kinds of visually
•k
Controlled by length of film available.
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Figure la. End view of test apparatus for the com­
bined anemometer/dye experiment, Flow is 
perpendicular to the plane of the paper. 
Dye system, probe traversing mechanism, 




Boundary Layer Parameters Which Describe 
the Flow Conditions during the Combined 
Anemometer/Dye Experiment
y  = 0.33 ft/sec
699 2.15 inches
*




H 6 /e = 0.47
UT " 0.017 ft/sec





1 . 0 at T = 0.034 sec
TU
699
1 . 0 at T = 0.54 sec
Figure lb. Plan view of test apparatus for the com­
bined anemometer/dye experiment. Flow 
is parallel to the paper. Dye supply, 
probe traversing mechanism, and electronic 
equipment not shown.
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observed events. In this way, ensemble averages 
of various kinds of visually observed events 
can be collected; this includes the "recovered" 
velocity trace for a given type of event over time. 
Spectra and correlations for given events can 
also be found. The details of the recordation 
system and the precautions employed in the visual 
system are also given in Reference 20.
The average frequency of bursting from the 
dye study was compared with the results of Kim, 
et al. (8) and those of Rao, et al. (14) and give 
adequate correspondence. One four-minute film 
with apparently typical characteristics was chosen 
for complete detailed analysis.
Uncertainty in the mean-flow and fluctuating 
velocities is estimated at less than 5% for all 
data; statistical uncertainties arising primarily 
from short averaging times possible for "events" 
is estimated as high as 25% and dominates the 
uncertainty in the results. The differences 
between events marked by dye and by bubbles is 
also crucial; see comments under terminology.
TERMINOLOGY AND DETECTION METHODS
Termi noloqy
Burst - The word "burst" is employed largely 
in the sense used by Kim,et al. (8); in that work 
a burst is described in three stages: (i) lifting 
of a low-speed wall-streak, (ii) oscillatory 
growth, and (iii) breakup. Three kinds of bursts 
were noted by Kim according to the motion in 
stage (ii): the most common is streamwise vortices; 
next most common is wavy growth; and least common 
is transverse vortex motion. In the present paper 
a burst event is recorded when the lifted low-speed 
streak shows the passage of dye over the u- and/or 
X-probe. A given burst may go on and off several 
times so that dye is seen over the probe inter­
mittently; in this case the shorter durations 
where dye is seen over the probe are called 
"ejections". Thus a burst event as used herein 
may encompass more than one ejection. In the data 
sample analyzed in detail below, 41 bursts and 81 
ejections were observed; these numbers will recur 
throughout the discussion.
Detection - The word "detection" is used to 
mean a time interval (called an event) which is 
selected by some specified criterion from the hot- 
film output(s); such criteria are based on process­
ing the output and are the basis Fur conditional 
samples. For the present paper, the essential 
distinction is between bursts and ejections, which 
are from visual observations of dye, and detections, 
which are from criteria based on processing the 
velocity data from the hot films.
Detections were recorded by use of a digital 
on-off circuit (gate). When the criteria under 
study were satisfied, the gate read 1; otherwise 
it read zero. An interval for an event was taken 
to be the time the gate gives an output of 1, 
between two sequential zero readings.
Detection Methods
Five methods of detection were studied: (1)
Wi1Imarth-Lu; (2) Blackwelder-Kaplan; (3) criteria 
based on magnitude of v-fluctuations; (4) criteria 
based on the instantaneous slope of the velocity, 
dU/dy; and (5) sorting into uv-quadrant.
Willmarth-Lu - This method, as given by 
Willmarth and Lu(19), is conditioned on two criteria:
(a) low-pass filtered u-fluctuation (at y+ = 15) 
negative with magnitude greater than a preset value;
(b) value of u decreasing. In the present study, 
only criterion (a) was used, since preliminary 
investigation showed that criterion (b) just 
affected the duration of detection events and not 
their time of onset.
B1ackwelder-Kaplan - The criterion employed by 
Blackwelder and Kaplan (3) and used in the present 
study is that the short-time-averaged variance of u, 
at y+ = 15, exceeds a preset threshold value.
Normal velocity method - Detection is registered 
when the low-pass filtered v-velocity at y+ = 30 is 
greater than the preset threshold level.
Slope method - The difference between u at 
y+ = 30 and at y+ = 15, from the two probes, was 
used as a measure of dU/dy. This difference was 
processed in three ways: (i) the short-time- 
averaged variance of the rate of change of slope, 
that is, running estimate of the variance of 
a^u/atay, exceeds a threshold level; (ii) the
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short-time average of the variance of the slope, 
(3U/3y), exceeds a threshold level; (iii) the low- 
pass filtered rate of change of slope exceeds a 
threshold level. Criterion (i), the instantaneous 
estimate of the variance of 3^u/3t3y> was the only 
scheme using slope information that was suffi­
ciently successful to be mentioned in the ensuing 
discussion. Therefore, unless a more specific 
reference is made, the words "slope method" will 
refer to this detector.
Quadrant approach - The criterion is that the 
instantaneous value of the uv-product is less than 
a given negative threshold level at the same time 
as u, itself, is less than zero. This scheme was 
motivated by the work of Grass (7), Wallace, et al.
(18), and Willmarth-Lu (19).
Attempts to construct analog methods based on 
filtering were also carried out in an early phase 
of the work, but were unsuccessful and are not 
reported here. Details are given in Reference 20.
RESULTS
Two types of results are presented:
(i) the degree of correspondence between visually 
observed events (bursts, ejections) and the output 
from various conditional criteria on the velocity 
trace(s) (detections);
(ii) a description of several properties of the 
flow during particular kinds of events formed by 
ensemble averages over the appropriate time 
intervals.
The authors intend to prepare a separate 
paper covering the implications regarding flow 
modules for turbulence production and possible 
"cascade" theories of these results and the com­
bined dye-hydrogen bubble visual studies taken 
together.
Detection Rate as a Function of Input Parameters
All of the detection schemes processed the 
velocity signals through a filter, or equivalent 
signal-shaping device, with adjustable parameters.
The problems associated with filtering signals, 
such as turbulent velocity traces, are discussed 
in greater depth by Offen, Kline, and Reynolds(12).
For the filter, these parameters are type (e.g., 
simple RC, Butterworth, etc.) and cut-off frequency; 
for the other processor, which computed short-time- 
averaged variances, the parameter is averaging 
time. A short analysis was made of the effect of 
these parameters on the output from both the Will­
marth-Lu and the Blackwelder-Kaplan detection 
schemes. The results are reported in Reference 
20, where it is shown that, within broad limits, 
the choice of filter type and cut-off frequency or 
of averaging time is not critical.
However, for every filter configuration (or 
averaging time, as appropriate), the number of 
detections recorded decreased monotonically with 
increasing threshold level, as shown in Figure 2. 
Therefore, it was decided that all further analysis 
in this work would be performed with threshold 
levels chosen to give 41 and also 81 detections.
These figures correspond to the number of visually 
observed bursts and ejections, respectively. The 
threshold levels used for each scheme are included 
in the summary of detection methods on Table II.
All the programs were written to produce both 
detection traces simultaneously. A third-order, low- 
pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off frequency of
1.25 Hz was used for the Willmarth-Lu detector and 
for the scheme based on the v-velocity. An 
averaging time of 1.0 seconds was used for all the 
short-time-averaged variances (Blackwelder-Kaplan 
and slope method).
For the quadrant approach, threshold levels 
of 5.0 uv and 8.0 Uv were required to generate 
approximately 81 and 41 detections, respectively. 
Willmarth and Lu (19) observed that there is a 
certain magnitude of J uv | above which only the com­
bination u < 0, v > 0 contribute to uv. This is 
the same combination of u and v used in the quadrant 
method in this study. The critical value of about 
10 |uv| reported by Willmarth and Lu is twice as 
large as the threshold level used in the quadrant 
scheme to generate the same number of detections 
as ejections, but only slightly greater 
than the level used to produce the same 
number of detections as bursts; thus the two 
studies agree reasonably well on this point.
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Table II
Summary of Detection Schemes Used in the Combined Anemometer/Dye Experiment
Name
•k




Cri ter i on
Threshold LevgJ 
Normalized on N = 81 N = 41
Wi 1lmarth-Lu W-L Low-pass filtered u < T.L. u' -0.79 -1.54
Blackwelder-Kaplan B-K Short-time averaged variance 
of u > T.L. (u’)2 0.91 0.61




of 92u/3t3y > T.L. 2(Ay)(At)(u')2 2.94 4.54
Short-time variance 
of slope °y Short-time-averaged variance of 3u/3y > T.L. Ay(u')2 37.4 61.4
Rate of change of 
slope Uyt > T.L.
Low-pass filtered
32u/3t3y > T.L. 2(Ay) (At)u' 230 282
Quadrant of uv uv < T.L. uv < T.L. while u < 0 |uv| 5.00 8.00
Methods based on a single u velocity trace use the one from the probe near y+ = 15.
irk
u' is the RMS of the fluctuating u-velocity; 
u-probe and the center of the X-probe; and At
Ay (0.011 ft) is the distance between the 
(0.005 secs) is the sampling interval.
O b - k  
A  l i - L
( T . I . . / 0 * )

















The 'internal intermittency' is defined as 
the fraction of time that ejections pass the probe 
or that detection schemes have their total accept 
criterion satisfied. This is analogous to the 
standard definition of intermittency as the frac­
tion of time turbulence is observed by a measuring 
device at a point in space.
The Blackwelder-Kaplan, Willmarth-Lu, and 
slope methods all display about the same internal 
intermittency, approximately 0.2, as the visual 
data when the threshold level in each of the detec­
tion schemes is set to produce about 81 detections 
(i.e., the same number of detections as ejections). 
Since the quadrant scheme is based upon the uv 
trace, which is known to be an intermittent, 
short-duty-cycle signal, the internal intermittency 
for this method is about 0.04, which is much lower 
than for the other detection schemes.
Correspondences between Programmed Detections and_ 
the Visual Data
The first analysis performed was an investi­
gation into the degree of correspondence between 
bursts and ejections on the one hand and various 
detection events on the other. The visual data 
can be considered as a time-record whose value is
1.0 during ejection periods and 0.0 at all other 
times. Another similar time-record can be used to 
represent the output from any one of the detection 
schemes. Each detection time-record was then com­
pared with the ejection time-record, and the number 
of times the two records were simultaneously equal 
to 1.0 was recorded. That is, if any segment of a 
detection period coincided in time with any segment 
of an ejection period, these two events were 
arbitrarily said to correspond to each other. This 
is a very liberal interpretation of the notion of 
correspondence between two time-records. There­
fore, a more severe, and mathematically more 
rigorous, analysis was also conducted by computing 
the cross-correlation between the visual data and 
each detection time-record. The results from the 
looser analysis of correspondence will be dis­
cussed first.
For the first analysis the ejections were 
divided into groups based upon their size and their
position in the plane parallel to the wall, and 
the degrees of correspondence were tabulated for 
each group.
No other features of the ejections were con­
sidered except in the search for a unique ejection 
characteristic during false indications of bursting 
common to several detection schemes (see sub-sec- 
tion below).
Relationships between detections and ejections 
- In this section we shall consider correspondences 
between detections and ejections. The ejections 
were grouped according to both their size and 
their position relative to the probe in the plane 
parallel to the wall, and statistics of correspond­
ence were obtained for each classification. The 
detailed results are recorded on Table III. Only 
the detection records produced with threshold 
levels set to give approximately 81 detections were 
used for these comparisons.
With the exception of the quadrant approach, 
all the schemes yielded correspondence rates 
between 43% and 59%. The three best detection 
schemes (Willmarth-Lu, Blackwelder-Kaplan, and 
slope) corresponded 54% to 59% of the time. These 
three were essentially equally good detectors 
based upon the criterion of correspondence. How­
ever, as will be shown later, other criteria 
show differences among them. The Willmarth-Lu 
method detected more of the centered bursts than 
the other two did, while the other two schemes 
corresponded more frequently with ejections that 
just barely touched the probe in the plane parallel 
to the wall.
There is a very slight tendency towards 
improved correspondence rates if one compares the 
detections with only the larger, better-centered 
ejections. Excluding those ejections whose size 
is described as "trace" gives correspondences of 
56-66% for the best three methods.
Similarly, if one excludes those ejections 
which only touch the edge of the u-probe in the 
plane parallel to the wall, the correspondence 
rate rises to 60-71%. Thus, for the three best 
detectors taken as a group, the sensitivity to 
variations in size is less than to variations in 
position. This becomes particularly evident when
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one considers those ejections that did not pass 
the probe in the plane parallel to the wall. Here 
the correspondence was only 16-38% for all schemes 
and all sizes.
The quadrant method gave low correspondence 
(31%), even when the analysis was restricted to 
only those ejections which also passed the X-probe.
A possible reason for this poor correspondence 
rate is that the internal intermittency from this 
detection scheme is quite low, namely about 1/5 
that of the other detection schemes. This raises 
the question of whether the reported correspondences 
are due purely to random coincidences between the 
two time-records instead of being the result of 
structural features of the flow. Or, to state 
the problem more positively, what would the corre­
spondence rate be if the two time-records were 
statistically independent of each other? The 
answer can be obtained using experimentally deter­
mined values for internal intermittency, average 
ejection duration, and average time between 
ejections (see Reference 20). The results of this 
analysis show that the actual correspondences are 
only slightly greater than those which would 
probably have been measured in a similar test
conducted „ , .. .. .. ..
on two statistically independent time-
records. A typical computed correspondence rate
is about 40% for a pair of uncorrelated signals,
as compared with a measured average of 56% for
the three best methods.
The relationship between two time-records can 
also be described by their joint probability 
density function. For the purposes of the present 
analysis we are interested only in the probability 
of finding both the detection and the ejection 
trace equal to 1.0 at any instant. This joint 
probability is given by the fraction of time the 
two records are simultaneously equal to 1.0. It 
has been computed and compared to the measured 
values for several detection traces. As an 
example of the results obtained, consider the 
Willmarth-Lu detector (with threshold level set to 
generate 81 detections). The measured joint 
probability for events on both this trace and the 
visual trace is 0.081, while the joint probability 
computed for time-records that are similar to these 
two, butcompletely uncorrelated, is 0.046. In other 
words, these two traces agree nearly twice as often as 
they would have had they been uncorrelated. The maximum
possible joint probability for these two sets of 
data is equal to 0.20, or the smaller of the two 
internal intermittencies.
A portion of the ejection time-record and 
corresponding segments of detection time-records 
from the Willmarth-Lu and from the Blackwelder- 
Kaplan scheme are shown in Figure 3. A casual 
glance at two sets of these time-records might 
lead one to believe that periods of activity on 
one record correspond to periods of activity on 
the other record and, consequently, periods of 
quiescence on one record also correspond to 
periods of quiescence on the other record. How­
ever, closer inspection shows that there are too 
many exceptions to allow a clear hypothesis of 
coincidence.
At this point it is important to mention the 
relationships observed between dye and hydrogen 
bubble representations of bursting during an 
earlier phase of study (Reference 20). The com­
parison between these two visualization techniques 
showed that about three times as many bubble-marked 
vortices as dye-marked lift-ups passed a point in 
the flow which could be a typical probe location. 
Therefore, it is possible that at least some of 
the detection schemes would have corresponded 
better with hydrogen bubble visualization data 
than they did with the dye data. However, there 
is no reason to be overly optimistic about chances 
for improvement. Both lift-ups and vortices are 
descriptions of the flow field which result from 
visual observations of spatial patterns. Detec­
tions at a point do not appear to correlate well 
with what apparently would be seen if one could 
follow a burst with a probe.
Furthermore, it is important to note that both 
detection schemes shown in Figure 3 fail to 
correspond to every marked event. They could 
detect at other times, too, but the fact that 
they did not pick up each of the visually 
observed events is a strong indication that they 
are not adequate burst detectors.
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Figure 3. Comparison between uv time-record, visually 
indicated ejection periods, and programmed 
detection periods (set to give approximately 
81 detections).
Relationships between detections and bursts - 
The specific purpose of this analysis was to 
determine if there was at least one detection 
during each burst period. Therefore, the visual 
time-record was deemed to have the value of 1.0 
from the start of a burst to the end of the burst, 
irrespective of small gaps in time when no ejec­
tions might have been passing the probe. The 
results of this investigation support the conclu­
sion of only partial correlation between visual 
and detection data reported in the previous sub­
section. Further details are contained in 
Reference 20.
Cross-correlations between ejections and 
detections - Cross-correlations were computed 
digitally for the three best schemes and for the 
quadrant method, using the 1 agged-products method. 
The sampling interval was 0.05 seconds, and the 
cross-correlations were calculated for lag-times 
between -1 and +1 seconds. A peak in the cross­
correlation at positive lag-times means that the 
detection started after the ejection.
As mentioned earlier, the time-records could 
take on only the values 1.0 or 0.0 at any given 
time. However, when the first correlations were 
computed, a value was assigned to the time-record 
at detection based on the threshold level. Detec­
tions which belonged to the sequence of 81 were 
identified by a magnitude of 1.0, while those 
belonging to the set of 41 were marked with a 2.0. 
Similarly, the time-record representing the visual 
data was assigned values that increased with 
increasing size of the burst, when size was used 
as the criterion, or with increasing tendency 
for the ejection to be centered over the probe, 
when position was used as a criterion. The 
normalized cross-correlations computed from these 
traces were found to be very similar to those 
derived from time-records with £[1_ detections 
and al1 visual indications given a value of 1.0.
In other words, significant events, as defined by 
a detection criterion, did not stand out as 
particularly good indicators of significant bursts 
based on either size or proximity to the probe. 
Therefore, only the simpler situation with all 
events assigned value 1 is reported here.
Typical cross-correlation plots are shown in 
Figures 4, 5, and 6 for the three best schemes.
The normalized peak values of the correlations 
were about 0.35 for both the Blackwelder-Kaplan 
and the Willmarth-Lu schemes. The slope method 
gave a peak value of 0.42, or about 20% better 
than the other two schemes. It is interesting to 
recall here that all three detection methods gave 
equivalent time correspondence with the visual 
data (to within 4% of their average). The dis­
parity between rankings based on time correspond­
ence and rankings based on cross-correlations 
may be explained by the shape of the curves. The 
width of the peak in a cross-correlation is pro­
portional to the degree to which the two input 
records are in phase. Therefore, a broad hump 
implies little jitter, or variable time-shifting, 
between the visual and the detection trace. Since 
the slope method gave the flattest plot of all 
three - i.e., it showed the least decorrelation 
with increasing time separation from the instant 
of maximum correlation - it is reasonable to 
suggest that the peak in the cross-correlation was 
larger for the slope method than for the other two 
because it did the best job of keeping in step 
with the visual trace. These comments, however, 
must be kept in perspective. None of the plots 
displayed a rapid decorrelation near the peak (the 
minimum cross-correlation coefficients were always 
greater than 0.5 of the maximum coefficient within 
the + 1 second range of the plots), and, therefore, 
the differences in the jitter between the visual 
data and the various -detection data were not large.
Based upon the lag-times corresponding to the 
peaks in the cross-correlation curves, one can 
deduce that the slope, the quadrant, and the 
Blackwelder-Kaplan schemes detect 0.1-0.2 seconds 
before the ejections pass the probe, on the average, 
whereas the Willmarth-Lu method detects 0.2 seconds 
later. The result from the quadrant method shows 
that periods of large instantaneous uv are 
measured at the probe prior to the passage of wall 
dye. Since the streamwise or transverse vortices 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































lift-ups, this negative time of maximum correla­
tion lends credence to the belief that the large 
Reynolds stresses are associated with such phenom­
ena as vortices, which are triggered by the lift- 
up, rather than with the lifting fluid itself.
Cross-correlations between two detection 
schemes - Figure 7 shows the cross-correlation 
curve computed from the Blackwelder-Kaplan detec­
tion trace and the Willmarth-Lu detection trace.
The shape of the curve confirms the above-mentioned 
comments about phase relationships, namely that 
the Blackwelder-Kaplan method detects before Will­
marth-Lu. The peak agreement between the two 
schemes is 37% when they are both set to give 
approximately 81 detections and 29% when they are 
set to generate about 41 detections. Thus the 
two schemes are similar, but far from identical.
One might expect that the more restrictive cri­
terion (the higher threshold level) would bring 
the two results closer together, but this was not 
the case.
Search for ejection characteristics during 
false indications common to several detection 
scheme^ - Four detection schemes were checked to 
see if, and when, they all failed to detect the 
same ejections. The three best ones mentioned fre­
quently in the preceding sections were joined by 
the one based on the v-velocity (v > T.L.) for 
this test. When all the schemes were adjusted to 
give approximately 81 detections, 13 bursts were 
not detected by any of the methods. These 13 
bursts comprised 20 ejections - i.e., about 1/3 
of the bursts and 1/4 of the visually observed 
ejections were never picked up. No unique burst 
characteristic was found to exist during the times 
that all four schemes failed to detect an ejection; 
the failures were equally distributed in size, 
in position relative to the probe, in duration, 
in growth type, and in ejection velocity.
A similar analysis showed that when the Will­
marth-Lu and the Blackwelder-Kaplan schemes were 
both set to generate 81 indications of events, they 
simultaneously detected 30 ejections correctly 
(based on the liberal1 criterion of correspondence) 
and 23 falsely (i.e., detected at times when no 
ejections occurred).
Conditional Averages
Methodology - Conditional averages of the 
three velocities and the uv-record were compared 
from data collected during events and, separately, 
from the 'left-over' data obtained during 'non­
events'. The existence of an event at any given 
time was determined either from the ejection time- 
record or from one of the detection time-records. 
When the visual data were used to control the 
sampler, individual conditional averages were com­
puted for the following types of ejections: all 
the ones that passed a probe; only those that 
passed the X-probe; or only those that displayed a 
particular type of oscillatory growth. Similarly, 
when the detection data were used, the event could 
be either all 81 detections or just the 41 produced 
by the higher threshold level. The conditional 
mean and RMS were computed for each of the three 
velocity traces, but only the mean was calculated 
for the instantaneous uv-trace. Averages were also 
computed for the instantaneous uv-signal as a 
function of the signs of u and v. If the instantane­
ous values of u and v are plotted on a fluctuation 
hodograph plane (v versus u with v-axis as the 
ordinate), then the 'quadrant' of the plot in which 
any given point falls is taken as the quadrant of 
uv.* Thus if both u and v are positive, the 
instantaneous value of uv is assigned to the first 
quadrant.
During the computations for the conditional 
averages, separate probability density functions were 
produced from the data used for each average. This 
was done to determine the extent of the difference 
between computed means for events and non-events.
The difference would be considered significant only 
if the mean values were different and the prob­
ability density functions did not overlap too much.
This use of probabilities merits further 
explanation. Consider the case of the u-velocity at 
the probe nearest the wall, and let the condition for 
sampling be all ejections that pass the probe. The 
conditional average of the velocity was found to be
See, for example, Wallace,et al. (18) or Willmarth 
and Lu (19).
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negative during ejection periods and positive 
during non-ejection periods. Therefore, one is 
tempted to follow Willmarth and Lu in use of this 
fact in a burst ejection scheme; that is, to detect 
whenever the u-velocity fluctuation goes below a 
given negative level. However, the probability 
density functions of Figure 8 show that the u- 
velocity is significantly positive quite often 
during ejection periods and significantly negative 
during non-ejection periods. The two curves do 
differ noticeably in the u < 0  domain, but even 
here the line for the non-events has a significant 
magnitude. These curves thus provide credence to 
the lack of complete correspondence between ejec­
tions and detections. Furthermore, the probability 
densities for this particular velocity are pre­
sented because they display the largest differences 
between events and non-events; for the other 
velocities, the distribution of the events data 
was closer to the distribution of the non-events 
data. Further comments about the relationship 
between the conditional averages and their 
corresponding porbability density functions are 
included with the presentation of the results (see 
sub-section below).
As a final experiment, a slightly different 
approach was used on a few sets of data. The 
standard conditional averaging technique weights 
each contribution to the final average equally, 
but does not weight each event equally. That is, 
at each time-step the event time-record is inter­
rogated. If an event is in progress at this 
particular time, the corresponding velocity is 
added to the running sum of all such velocities. 
The final sum is then divided by the total number 
of these contributions.
However, if a 'grouped conditional average1 is 
computed, the mean of the signal during each event 
is determined first. This mean is then added to 
the running sum of similar means. Therefore, the 
final result is really a mean of 'the means from 
each event', and each event is treated equally,
irrespective of its length.* If there are M 
events and the duration of each event is Nj time 
steps, the grouped conditional average is com­
puted by the following formula:
The same method is used for standard deviations, 
which are computed relative to the local mean of 
the event; thus the final result is really the 
'mean of the individual deviations .
General observations on results - The results 
generally confirm the trends one would expect to 
find based on the works of Kim,et al. (8) and 
their predecessors. For example, bursts are 
assumed to be outward migrations of relatively 
slow fluid, and the conditional averages listed in 
Table IV show that the u-velocities at the two 
probes are negative and the v-velocity is positive 
during bursts. These averages take on the opposite 
sign during non-burst periods. All the values in 
Table IV are normalized: the means of the individ­
ual velocities are normalized on their respective 
long-time averaged 'mean absolute deviation',
where u. is an individual contribution and u is the 
mean velocity. This statistic gives a more meaning­
ful estimate of the average magnitude of the 
fluctuations than does the more conventional RMS 
(standard deviation) which weights the larger 
fluctuations more than the smaller ones in the 
squaring operation. The RMS's of the individual 
velocities are normalized on their long-time
xIn a recent article, Antonia(l) used a similar 
approach. He attempted to investigate the effects 
of the 'age' of a motion by plotting separate 
'ensemble averages' for short, medium, and long 
duration events. His ensemble averages are actually 
time-weighted recovered velocities (see below 
for an explanation of signal recovery), because he 
first samples the velocity during an event as a 
function of t/T, where t is the time from the start 
of the event and T is the duration of that event, 
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For legend of methods, see "Abbreviations" column of Table II.
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uni
This scheme detected about 60% of the 28 ejections that passed the X-probe 
que feature because the Willmarth-Lu scheme (W-L) also found 60% of these
, but this is not a 
ejections.
Figure 8. Probability deipsity functions for the u-
velocity at y = 1 5  during periods of visu­
ally observed ejections (--- ) and periods
of non-events ( - - - ) .
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averaged RMS, and the conditional averages of uv 
are normalized on the magnitude of the long-time- 
average uv.
As a typical example of the differences during 
events and non-events, consider the conditional 
average of the u-velocity near the wall based on 
all ejections. The normalized, conditional mean 
velocity is -0.44 for periods of dye passage over 
the probe and +0.10 for periods of no dye passage.
Since the conditional averages do follow 
definite trends - and these trends are consistent 
with the structural interpretations derived from 
visual observations - the data do show the exist­
ence of structural features during bursting. How­
ever, most of the conditionally averaged mean 
velocities are smaller than their corresponding 
long-time-averaged 'mean deviation1. The rela­
tively moderate values reported in Table IV suggest 
that, in general, the nature of the fluctuations 
associated with any single burst do not distinguish 
it clearly from the turbulent surroundings in which 
the burst finds itself. As noted by others, the 
structure is buried in random fluctuations.* 
Therefore, specific velocity characteristics do 
not seem to be useful as burst detectors. Never­
theless, the bursts can be described by well- 
defined velocity patterns when the effects of the 
larger random 'background turbulence1 are removed 
by appropriate conditioning and averaging. Note 
that, since the normalized conditional RMS is 
about 1.0, the conditionally averaged mean during 
bursts is not even separated from the mean during 
quiescent periods by one standard deviation. Data 
which are the source of such indistinct conditional 
averages are also characterized by similar, over­
lapping probability density functions; the one is 
a direct consequence of the other.
Reference 20 includes data showing the jitter 
of individual contributions to the recovered signal 
by plotting the output for a number of 'events1 
before any phase shifting or averaging. These data 
again confirm the large value of 'noise which 
swamps the 'structure' in velocity traces of indi­
vidual events.
*See particularly Lahey and Kline (10), Figures 
IV-2 and IV-4a.
Since the velocities do not remain constant 
at a level equal to their conditional average 
during the entire burst period, it is also useful 
to investigate the magnitudes of the peaks in the 
velocity traces (maximum or minimum) during bursts.
This information, which was obtained as part of 
the computations of the recovered velocities (see 
Signal Recovery), is recorded in Table V. The 
peaks in the traces of the u-velocity near the 
wall are not much larger than the corresponding 
conditional means because the motions at y-1 - 15 
are dominated by low frequency fluctuations during 
bursts. However, the results at y - 30 show peaks 
up to 2-1/2 times bigger than the conditional means. 
Hence the significant features of the structure at 
this location are characterized by smaller scales 
than at the probe closer to the wall. The peak 
value of U30 = -1-05 during breakup is particularly 
high compared to the conditional mean (-0.42) and 
suggests that the event is structurally important 
and characterized by high frequency motions. Re­
sults reported below confirm these interpretations.
There are at least two plausible ways of 
explaining why these results do not seem to clearly 
indicate the presence of a unique structure during 
bursting, and the two may not be mutually exclusive. 
First, the 'important' activity may not persist the 
entire time that dye passes the probe. If one 
could look at only a fraction of the time dye is 
passing the probe, and, in particular, if one 
could move the 'window' around to choose the most 
significant time interval within the event, the 
computed means would probably be much larger. The 
inclusion of the contributions from the remainder 
of the burst period into the 'non-events' group 
would not change that result significantly because 
the additional data represents a small amount of 
information relative to the total for the non-event 
period. The problem, of course, is that so far no 
unambiguous way has been found of choosing, a priori, 
the correct location or duration of the window. The 
second explanation is based on the realization that 
some ejections are associated with large velocity 
defects while others are only characterized by 
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The means of the three velocities are normalized on um , their respective lonq-time-averaqed
the conditional RMS's are normalized on theirjong-time-averaged RMS, u' (u'/um = 1.21 for u 
1.24 for Ujg, and 1.30 for v^g), and uv is normalized on |uv| .
Table V






All ejections -0.64 -0.66 0.60 -2.29
Those that also pass X-probe -0.99 0.87 -3.64
Stream,vise vortices -0.47 -0.74 0.73 -2.60
Transverse vortices -0.73 -0.71 0.84 -1.49
Wavy growth -0.65 -0.53 0.56+ -2.15
Breakup -0.29 -1.05 1.09 -4.29
B-K (N = 81) -0.48 0.40 -1.98
W-L (N s 81) -1.79 1.17 -2.66
Slope (N s 81) • k 'k -1.40
Quadrant (N E 81) -1.24 -2.24 2.76 -8.25
The means of the three velocities are normalized on um , their 
respective long-time-averaged 'mean , e.g.
m - 1  v | i
15 ~ N | u15 J  ;
and uv is normalized on |W | .
Oscillated between +0.17 (at the start of the trace, t = -0.5 
seconds) and -0.05 without showing any signs of a recognizable struc­
ture . 1
1 But signature also displayed a minimum = -0.50.
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may imply that there are more ejections with 
slight velocity defects than with large ones.
The 'grouped-conditional averages' show 
even less discrimination between burstand non­
burst periods than the standard conditional 
averages. In fact, some of the non-burst aver­
ages are opposite in sign to what one would expect. 
The grouped RMS's are smaller than the standard 
conditional RMS's because the contribution from 
each event to the final grouped RMS is always 
reduced by the mean of that event. However, the 
ratio of the RMS during burst periods to the RMS 
during non-burst periods is slightly higher for 
all three velocities than the comparable ratio 
generated by the standard conditional averaging 
technique.
The grouped computations probably yield 
smaller mean values than the standard conditional 
averages because the longer bursts may be the only 
ones which have the characteristics normally 
attributed to a burst. Recall that the shorter 
bursts have been weighted equally with the longer 
bursts. If the shorter ones don't display the 
expected characteristics (e.g., low u-velocity), 
but the longer ones do, the smaller events will 
unduly offset the contributions to the mean from 
the larger ones. Short ejections do appear fre­
quently among the common 'misses' discussed 
above. Although they do not appear regularly 
enough to be considered a common characteristic of 
missed ejections for the purposes of that section, 
they do appear often enough to affect the condi­
tional average. Antonia (1) also found that the 
event duration affected his conditional averages. 
Since he studied the intermittent patches of 
turbulence in the outer region of the boundary 
layer, his results may not be directly convertible 
to the present study. Nevertheless, it is worth­
while to note, in passing, that he found much 
larger conditional averages for longer events 
than for shorter ones, and, therefore, that the 
hypothesis used here to explain the differences 
between the standard and the grouped conditional 
averages may be reasonable.
Conditional averages of the Reynolds stress 
as a function of various criteria - The condi­
tional averages of uv listed in Table IV show that 
the Reynolds stress during ejection periods is 
approximately 15% higher than the long-time average 
(i.e., uv = -1.15), while during the other times 
it is only 4% lower. If however, one restricts 
the event to include only those ejections which 
pass the X-probe, where uv is actually measured, 
then uv = -2.10, which is significantly higher 
than the mean. Both velocity components contri­
bute to this increase. It is informative to com­
pare the two conditional averages just presented 
with the threshold levels used in the quadrant 
detection scheme (uv < T.L. when u < 0). In order 
to generate 81 detections with the quadrant method, 
a threshold level of approximately 5 uv had to be 
used. Therefore, the conditionally averaged uv 
product during detection periods using the quadrant 
method would be some number greater than 5, or 
2 1 / 2 - 4  times larger than any of the results 
presented in Table IV. This discrepancy is 
probably due to the difference between the average 
duration of dye passage over the probe and the 
average length of the uv peaks (this is the same 
problem of averaging times which are longer than 
the duration of significant activity which was 
discussed in the previous sub-section). Variations 
in the time shift between dye passage over the 
probe and the peak in uv can also cause a reduced 
magnitude of uv. The averaging time and phase 
jitter considerations are discussed in more 
detail in Reference 20. And, finally, it is, of 
course, also possible that some visually indicated 
ejections are not associated with periods of high 
uv.
Based on the visual data, periods of high uv 
seem to occur predominantly during breakup (Table 
IV). The conditionally averaged uv during stream- 
wise or transverse oscillatory growth periods is 
essentially equal to the long-time-averaged mean; 
however, during breakup, uv = -1.7. The unique 
character of the breakup stage will be emphasized 
again when the results of the frequency analysis
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are presented. The similarity of the results for 
the the two vortex types - i.e., for two different 
locations on stretched and lifted vortices - 
suggests that the instantaneous momentum transfer 
between the lifted vortex and the surrounding 
fluid is approximately constant along its length.
Turbulence in a boundary layer is maintained 
by the marginal production, that is, by the dif­
ference between the production of turbulence,
? = ~uv dy> and the viscous dissipation of the 
small-scale fluctuations,
in Cartesian tensor notation. Therefore, it is 
instructive to compare the conditionally averaged 
uv-results to this difference. Since all of the 
nine velocity gradients required to compute e were 
not measured in the present study, the viscous 
dissipation term could only be calculated directly 
from the available data if one assumes isotropy of 
of the small-scale motions. However, Klebanoff
(9) has shown that the computed value of e is too 
low if its calculation is based on the assumption 
of isotropy in a flat boundary layer. Therefore, 
he measured five of the nine gradients, using 
Taylor's hypothesis to convert measured time 
derivatives to spatial derivatives, and assumed 
partial isotropy to obtain the remaining four 
derivatives. His results for the ratio P/e on the 
flat plate will be used directly. Klebanoff found 
that the ratio of P/e is 1.15 both for the integral 
across the total boundary layer at a fixed x and 
for the magnitude of this ratio at y+ - 30.
If we define the conditional production,
P = " uv dy’ and if we assume th3t it is meaningful 
to compare instantaneous production with long-time- 
averaged dissipation, then the ratio of the condi­
tional excess of production over dissipation to 
the average excess is given by
r = = P/P - e/P = |uv| - 0,87
The term uv is the conditional uv normalized on 
[uv |, as mentioned earlier, and e/P = 1/1.15 = 0.87. 
Viewed in these terms, a result such as uv = -1.65 
for breakup is very large because it yields a ratio, 
r = 6.0, which implies that temporarily six times 
as much turbulence is produced as is dissipated.
Even the conditional average uv = -1.15 during all 
ejections suggests slightly more than a twofold 
local excess of production.
The most significant observation which emerges 
from comparing conditional averages based on 
detection schemes with those based on the total 
visual burst data is that the Willmarth-Lu method 
is a much better detector of high Reynolds stress 
than the visual data. This is probably due to the 
consequence of using a detection criterion which 
is satisfied when the low frequency components of 
the fluctuating u-velocity near the wall are sig­
nificantly negative. Since these components can be 
treated as large-scale motions,* and since the 
distance between the two probes is small, the 
u-velocity at the X-probe will also be low during 
detection periods. Near the beginning of detection, 
the u-velocity is decreasing with time. If one makes 
the following very crude assumptions - Taylor's 
hypothesis is locally valid; changes in the spanwise 
velocity with respect to spanwise position are 
negligible (3w/3z ~ 0); and the velocity profile 
varies linearly with respect to distance from the 
wall - then continuity shows that v > 0 when 
3u/31 < 0. Thus the earlier stages of detection 
by the Willmarth-Lu scheme correspond to negative 
u-velocities, to positive v-velocities, and hence, 
to high Reynolds stresses. The Blackwelder-Kaplan 
scheme, on the other hand, depends on the higher 
frequency content of the motion at y+ = 15. As a
A low frequency only implies a large-scale motion if 
one can assume that the convection velocity is not a 
function of frequency and that the motions always 
move in the same direction. These are severe assump­
tions, and they are frequently invalid. However, 
with the aid of the visual information and for the 
purposes of this discussion, one can accept the 




result, it is not particularly effective in 
singling out periods of large uv, performing just 
slightly better than the total visual burst data.
Conditional averages of uv, broken down into 
quadrants, are presented in Table VI for various 
events. The results in Group A are average values 
of uv, while uv is in any given quadrant, with an 
additional discrimination between burst and non­
burst periods. Therefore, they represent a kind 
of rate because they are independent of both the 
duration of each event and the number of events 
measured. The data for the burst periods show 
that when uv is in the second quadrant, it is 
about twice as big, on the average, as when it is 
in the fourth quadrant and much larger than when 
it is either in the first or third quadrants.
Thus, visually observed bursts do, in fact, con­
tain periods of large uv due to the outward 
motion of retarded fluid, as suggested by earlier 
studies. Since sweeps are motions which are 
characterized by the fourth quadrant, the signifi­
cant contributions from this quadrant are consist­
ent with the close association reported by Corino 
and Brodkey (6) between bursts and sweeps. As one 
would expect, the second quadrant averages are 
much higher during bursts that pass the X-probe, 
and as seen above they are also much higher in the 
process of breakup than they are for other parts 
of the bursting process.
Because the results in Group B are normalized 
on the fraction of the time during events spent in 
each quadrant, they demonstrate how each quadrant 
contributes to the average value of uv during an 
event. That is, the sum of the results for the 
four quadrants during an event equals the condi­
tional average during that event (e.g., for all 
ejections, the algebraic sum, 0.14 - 1.19 + 0.17 - 
0.30 = -1.18, which is the value reported in 
Table IV for uv30 during all the ejection periods). 
The data in this group show that the major contri­
bution to the conditional average of uv during all 
ejections comes from second-quadrant motions. In 
fact, in a purely mathematical sense all the uv 
generated can be said to come from the second 
quadrant, because the result from this quadrant
equals the conditional average, uv3Q. 
tributions from the other three quadrants 
balance each other out (i.e., their algebraic 
sum equals zero). However, it is more informative 
to follow the methodology of Willmarth and Lu (19) 
and Wallace,et al. (18), who relate motions in 
each quadrant to |uv|. This statistic is a 
measure of all the uv generated, irrespective of 
whether the generation is related to positive or 
negative turbulence production. From this per­
spective, about two-thirds of all the uv 
generated during bursts comes from motions in the 
second quadrant. Similar ratios are found for 
bursts which pass the X-probe and for those which
are in the process of breakup.
Although the ratios based on quadrant distri­
butions during bursts agree with the results of 
Kim,et al. (8), Willmarth and Lu (19), and 
Wallace,et al. (18), the Group C results show 
that more total turbulence production is measured 
during non-burst periods than during periods of 
visually observed bursts. Furthermore, the Group 
A data indicate very large second quadrant motions 
during non-burst periods. In other words, sig­
nificant turbulence production is measured not 
only during visually observed bursts, as expected, 
but also during times when no bursts are seen at 
the probe. Two geometrical characteristics of the 
visualization techniques, dye-slot length and dye 
slot-to-probe spacing, may explain this apparent 
anomaly. Consideration of both factors suggests 
that the high uv measured during non-burst periods 
is due to the passage of events over the X-probe 
which are not marked by the dye, but that these 
unmarked events are structurally similar to the 
dye-marked ones. The reasons are given below.
The first consideration arises because a 
single dye slot with a width a z + = 35 was used to 
mark the bursts. The width of this slot was chosen 
to ensure that only one burst would be indicated 
by the dye at any given time. However, some bursts 
that were not marked by the dye because they 
originated either to the side of the wall slot, 
or slightly upstream of it, also passed over the 
probes. Analysis based on burst trajectory
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Table VI
Quadrant Distribution of Conditionally-averaged uv Product
METHOD
____________________ CONDITIONAL uv BY QUADRANT*
BURSTS NON-BURSTS**
I 11 III IV I II III IV
0.85 -2.89 0.89 -1.31 0.71 -2.21 0.84 -1.621.36 -4.12 0.87 -1.29
0.72 -4.07 1 .01 -1 .15
0.95 -2.74 0.97 -1.58 0.70 -2.33 0.83 -1.581.25 -2.74 0.64 -1.81 0.70 -2.39 0.87 -1.560.70 -3.42 1.14 -0.72 0.76 -1.79 0.77 -1.640.8b -2.57 I .04 -1 .46 0.69 -2.36 0.79 -1.63
0.14 -1.19 0.17 -0.30 0.13 -0.60 0.13 -0.630.12 -2.18 0.18 -0.22
0.12 -1.88 0.18 -0.25
0.17 -0.89 0.14 -0.57 0.13 -0.68 0.15 -0.550.21 -0.88 0.10 -0.65 0.12 -0.72 0.16 -0.550.11 -1.88 0.20 -0.08 0.14 -0.41 0.13 -0.690.16 -0.77 0.16 -0.53 0.12 -0.70 0.14 -0.57
0.03 -0.26 0.04 -0.07 0.10 -0.47 0.11 -0.490.01 -0.12 0.01 -0.01
0.01 -0.08 0.01 -0.01
0.03 -0.17 0.03 -0.12 0.10 -0.55 0.11 -0.440.02 -0.07 0.01 -0.05 0.12 -0.65 0.14 -0.510.02 -0.40 0.04 -0.02 0.11 -0.33 0.10 -0.540.04 -0.22 0.04 -0,14 0.09 -0.52 0.10 -0.41
17 41 19 23 18 27 16 399 S3 21 17
16 44 18 22
18 32 14 36 18 29 18 3517 32 15 36 17 30 18 3516 55 18 11 18 23 17 4219 30 15 36 17 30 18 35
QUADRANT DATA NORMALIZED ON 
LENGTH OF TIME IN EACH QUADRANT
All ejections
Those also passing X-probe 
Breakup
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 41) 
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 81) 
Willmarth-Lu (N = 81)
Slope (N s 81)
B. QUADRANT DATA NORMALIZED ON FRAC­
TION OF BURST TIME IN EACH QUAD­
RANT, FOR BURSTS, AND ON FRACTION 
OF NON-BURST TIME FOR NON-BURSTS
All ejections
Those also passing X-probe 
Breakup
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 41) 
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 81)
Wi llmarth-Lu (N = 81)
Slope (N = 81)
C. QUADRANT DATA NORMALIZED ON 
TOTAL RECORD LENGTH
All ejections
Those also passing X-probe 
Breakup
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 41) 
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 81) 
Willmarth-Lu (N = 81)
Slope (N s 81)
D. % TIME IN EACH QUADRANT DURING 
BURSTS AND % TIME IN EACH QUAD­
RANT DURING NON-BURSTS
All ejections
Those also passing X-probe 
Breakup
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 41) 
Blackwelder-Kaplan (N = 81)
Wi llmarth-Lu (N = 81)
Slope (N = 81)
Results are normalized on uv u > 0, v > 0; II is for u < 0, v > 0; etc.
m m r n m m M m m
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data* indicates that at least 79% of those bursts 
which lift up from y+ <_ 5, and which pass over the 
u-probe while still in the oscillatory growth or 
very early breakup stages, are marked by the wall 
dye. Similarly, for the X-probe more than 65% of 
the events are identified by the dye. The trans­
fer of these events from the non-burst to the 
burst category would increase the contribution to 
H7 from bursts at the expense of non-burst periods 
(Group C data). However, since at least two- 
thirds of the events at the X-probe were already 
marked, the change would not be large, and the 
non-burst results would still be too high to 
substantiate a model which associates essentially 
all the turbulence production to dye-marked bursts.
The next effect to be considered is the spac­
ing in the mean flow direction between the wall 
dye slot and the probes. The separation distance 
was chosen to optimize the number of bursts which 
would pass the u-probe while their head, or fore­
most portion, was still in the oscillatory growth 
stage. The decision to concentrate on this stage 
of the process was based on the suggestion in Kim, 
et al. (8) that the largest contributions to uv 
might come from bursts in the oscillatory growth 
stage. However, the present results indicate that 
the breakup stage is the event of high uv. For 
this reason, alone, the visually observed bursts 
probably would have contributed more to the total 
u\7 if the probes had been placed farther down­
stream, where they would have been subjected to 
more dye-marked bursts in the breakup stage.
The focus on the head of the burst came 
from the belief that the most intense interaction 
between the lifting flow module and the outer 
layer would occur near this region. This considera­
tion also led to the choice of a relatively short 
separation distance (Ax+ - 240 from the wall slot 
to the probe). However, as noted earlier, 
approximately three times as many vortices are
*Schraub and Kline (16) for the x-y plane and 
Reference 20 for the x-z plane.
marked by the bubbles as by dye at y - 30.* The 
vortical bubble patterns which do not correspond 
to dye-marked lift-ups appear to have the same 
shape and to proceed through the same stages 
(oscillatory growth and breakup) as do the ones 
which coincide with wal1-dye-marked bursts. 
Furthermore, analysis of the combined dye/bubble 
motion pictures at a location approximately 
AX+ e 700 downstream of the wall slot showed that 
a reasonably good correspondence existed between 
events marked by the two visualization techniques.T 
Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest that both 
kinds of bubble-marked events should display the 
same characteristic structure and, hence, the same 
velocity signature. Since the visually observed 
bursts coincide with times of large turbulence 
production, one would expect the non-burst 
period to also include a significant number of 
high second-quadrant uv events.
Now, since bubble-marked vortices that do not 
coexist with dye-marked lift-ups occur frequently 
(they comprise two-thirds of the high uv events, 
if the present interpretation is correct), these 
instances of large second-quadrant uv will show up 
mainly in Group C (Table VI) because the results in 
that group depict the summed effect of all events 
observed during the total four-minute length of 
data. The 'all ejections' results show that 
approximately two-thirds of the second-quadrant uv 
generated appears during times when the wall dye
The present combined anemometer/dye experiment was 
undertaken despite this poor correlation between 
bubble and dye-marked events because the visual 
study had shown that essentially all the wall-dye- 
marked lift-ups were associated with vortical 
patterns in the bubble lines. Since the main pur­
pose of this study was to investigate bursting 
'wall streaks', this association was considered to 
be adequate. The additional bubble-marked disturb­
ances were thought to be a different structure. 
However, results such as the ones under consideration 
here suggest that this earlier interpretation was 
incorrect.
+However, it should be mentioned that the dye 
pattern is much larger at these far-downstream loca­
tions, and its spatial relationship to the vortical 
structures which it surrounds is more varied, than 
at positions closer to the wall slot._ Therefore, 
it may be more difficult to isolate visually the 
events of interest.
does not indicate the passage of a burst over the 
probes; therefore, these results are not incon­
sistent with the suggestion that the two-thirds of 
the bubble-marked events which are not marked by 
the wall dye do possess the same velocity signa­
ture as the one-third which are marked by the dye. 
The removal of a major portion of the second- 
quadrant uv from the non-events results (in 
Group C) would also diminish the average value 
in that quadrant during non-events (Group A). 
Furthermore, since the second-quadrant motions 
account for approximately one-half the turbulence 
production during non-burst periods (see the Group 
B data), the above argument also may explain the 
relatively large conditional average, UV30 = -0.96, 
reported in Table IV for non-burst periods. Thus 
the changes in the uv-quadrant distribution data 
suggested by this difference between the hydrogen 
bubble and wall-dye visualization techniques yield 
results which are consistent with the model. This 
fact is viewed as suggesting that (1) the model, 
which associates periods of high turbulence pro­
duction with visually observed vortices, is 
correct, and (2) the differences between the 
bubble and dye-marking techniques explains the 
unexpectedly large second-quadrant contribution 
to uv during non-burst periods. These conclusions 
are tentative, and require further study.
Some flow module, or modules, other than 
bursts could be responsible for the generation of 
part, or all, of the uv recorded during non­
burst periods. Although one cannot rule out such 
a possibility, it seems unlikely; too much evidence 
has been collected, both in this study and in many 
of the earlier works frequently cited in this 
report, which relates bursting with the production 
mechanism. And the explanation of the previous 
paragraphs for the unexpectedly large second- 
quadrant contribution to uv from non-events appears 
to fit the available information. Other possi­
bilities are discussed in Reference 20, but 
tentatively discarded as far less plausible.
In order to compare the results presented on 
Table VI with the quadrant data of Willmarth and 
Lu (19) or Wallace, et al. (18), it is necessary
to combine the contribution to each quadrant from 
both the burstandthe non-bursting periods. When 
this is done, the three sets of results are very 
similar, as shown below:
Contributions to uv from Each Quadrant (y+ = 30)
1 n. III rv (II+IV)
Wallace et al. 
(Re0=3OO)
0.14 -0.67 0.14 -0.61 -1.28
Present study 
(ReQ-800)
0.14 -0.73 0.14 -0.55 -1.28
Willmarth-Lu 
(Re0-4OOO)
0.11 -0.81 0.14 -0.44 -1.25
The distribution of the contributions to uv" between 
the second and fourth quadrant may depend slightly 
on Reynolds number; however, the sum of the contri­
butions from these two quadrants is nearly constant 
With only three data points, each from a different 
apparatus, one can only suggest such a possibility. 
Signal Recovery
Methodology - Signal recovery is another name 
for wave-form eduction. The first label is used 
here because the purpose of this analysis is to 
search for a signal that may exist during events, 
but is hidden from the observer by the background 
fluctuations. Eduction, on the other hand, usually 
refers to attempts at recovering a known periodic 
disturbance which has been introduced into the 
flow. The computation of a recovered velocity 
requires a trigger to specify the time about which 
recovery is performed, and either the visual or 
the detection data can be used for this purpose. 
Usually the center of the ejection or detection 
period was taken for the trigger, but sometimes 
the beginning or end of one of these periods was 
used. Whenever the routine was triggered, the 
computer added the 100 velocity data points just 
before and 100 just after the trigger time to the 
running sum of all such previous contributions.
The results were accumulated in 200 storage bins 
within the computer, and, since the sampling rate 
was 200 points per second, the recovered signal 
extended for 0.5 seconds on each side of the center. 
The final sum was normalized by the number of 
contributions (i.e., number of triggers) prior to 
plotting it.
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If the events share a common signal, albeit 
a weak one, the cumulative effect of adding the 
velocity traces from all the events will increase 
the strength of the signal. This assumes that 
the common signal not only has the same shape in 
all events, but that it also has the same phase 
relationship relative to the trigger. At the 
same time the background fluctuations, being 
uncorrelated from one event to the next, will 
tend to cancel out after sufficient contributions 
have been included. That is, the sum of the 
'background noise' will approach zero as the 
number of samples (events) becomes sufficiently 
large. As a result, the signal-to-noise ratio 
increases, and the standard texts on statistical 
methods (e.g., Bendat and Piersol (2)) show that 
the improvement goes as the square root of the 
number of samples.
Note that the average ejection or detection 
duration was about 0.6 seconds, and that there 
were very few events which lasted longer than 1 
second. Therefore, the 1-second window covered 
essentially all the activity within any ejection 
or detection period, and on the average some 
additional data.
During the course of this analysis, an 
attempt was also made to investigate the jitter 
between the times of ejection or detection and 
of maximum Reynolds stress. The following method 
was used for this purpose. Whenever a trigger 
was encountered, the velocity trace was scanned 
from 0.5 seconds before the trigger to 0.5 seconds 
after it to find the peak value within this period. 
The center of the 1.0-second signal recovery 
window was then arbitrarily placed at the time 
corresponding to this peak and signal recovery 
performed in the usual manner.
In all the results presented below, the re­
covered velocities have been normalized by the 
same quantities used for the conditional averages.
*Significantly larger peak values were observed 
by this artifice; see Reference 20 for further 
detai1s.
Resulting recovered velocities with visual 
data as trigger - Recovered velocities are shown 
in Figure 9, based upon triggering at the center 
of each visually observed ejection. As expected, 
both the u-velocities are predominantly negative 
during ejections, whereas the v-velocity is posi­
tive and the uv trace negative with relatively 
narrow peaks. The magnitudes of the minimum or 
maximum on each plot are relatively low, in keeping 
with the results of the conditional averages. For 
example, the minimum in the recovered u-velocity 
near the wall is approximately 1/2 the 'mean devia­
tion'.* Values for the other two velocity traces 
are similar, and the maximum on the recovered uv 
trace is approximately 2.3 uv. The plot for the 
u-velocity near the wall is approximately symmetric 
about its minimum near the center and is nearly 
equal to 0.0 at both ends (+0.5 seconds from the 
center). In contrast, the u-trace farther from 
the wall reaches a minimum much earlier, and this 
minimum is followed by a sharp rise in the velocity 
to approximately 0.0 in the middle of the plot.
This plot confirms the computations of Blackwelder 
and Kaplan (3), which show a very rapid rise in 
the velocity shortly after detection. The plots 
of the two recovered u-velocity traces also 
demonstrate that the velocity farther from the 
wall reaches its minimum value before the velocity 
closer to the wall does. Wallace,et al. (18) found 
a similar time shift between correlated motions at 
two distances from the wall. If one follows their 
approach and computes a convection velocity for an 
inward moving disturbance based upon the observed 
time difference and the spacing between the two 
probes, one finds a convection velocity, Uc ~ 3.5 
uT. This value is significantly greater than the 
result of approximately 1.0 uT reported by 
Wall ace,et al., for probes located nearer to the 
wal1 (y+ = 5 and 10).
This normalized value (-0.64) of the minimum of 
the averaged velocity trace is smaller in magnitude 
than the threshold level, T.L. = -0.97, based on 
the 'mean absolute deviation', used in the Willmartb- 






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































6 boundary-layer momentum thickness
u mean of a time-record or set of data
v fluid kinematic viscosity
conditional average
2 conditionally averaged RMS of velocities
" short-time-averaged variance (as per
Blackwelder and Kaplan, 1972); 
statistic computed from a short sample 
(i.e., mean of standard deviation)
time average, especially an average 
computed from entire data set (i.e., 
not from conditionally sampled data)
Abbreviations for Detection Schemes (see Tables)
B-K Blackwelder-Kaplan
W-L Willmarth-Lu
0 short-time-averaged variance of
yt 2
3 U/3y3t
0 short-time-averaged variance of 3U/3y
y
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DISCUSSION
R. S. Brodkey, The Ohio State University; It is of 
course difficult to question Kline's work, since his 
and ours are so very close that anything I would 
criticize would also be criticism of my own. The 
total contribution to the Reynolds stress cited was 
our earlier results. The recent values reported in 
the Journal of Fluid Mechanics are a bit higher. In 
our original work, we tape recorded the results at 
very slow speeds, since we were using an oil channel.
It takes about four hours to get one data point, not 
four minutes. Then we compressed this 100-1 before 
digitizing onto the computer. Unknown to us, there 
was a frequency-amplitude problem associated with 
the tape recorder and we did not recover the full 
amplitude at the higher speed.
Kline: There is one other bit of data from Willmarth's 
laboratory which relates to what I was saying and 
what Dr. Brodkey was saying. They put the U-probe 
at point-1 and the X-probe at point-2 and slid the
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Time from center of ejection period, sec
Figure 12, Recovered velocities based on quadrant 
detection scheme (normalized in 'mean 
departure1).
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Figure 14, Ratio of spectral densities during events 
to those during non-events.
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peaks at about the same time. Based upon the 
signatures of the u-velocities, the apparent con­
vection velocity toward the wall is only about 0.5. 
Conditional Spectra
Methodology - Time-varying spectra were used 
for the frequency analysis of the burst data 
because they are generally considered to yield 
the most appropriate spectral description of a 
signal when its frequency content and wave shape 
are unknown. These spectra form a sequence, each 
computed from a short sample of data, and each 
starting a fraction of the averaging-time after 
the preceding one.
The problems of signal analysis in the fre­
quency domain were considered in detail before 
this choice was made (see Offen, Kline, and 
Reynolds (12)). Since there was no a priori reason 
to choose a specific filter, and since every 
choice for the filter would have given a bias 
to the outcome by forcing some model assumption 
on the flow (in terms of frequency content and 
length of the fluctuations during a burst), time- 
varying spectra were used instead. Of course, 
even the use of these spectra implies a model by 
assuming that useful results can be obtained from 
a decomposition of the signal into a (linear)sum 
of sinusoids. Furthermore, an averaging time 
must be specified, but this can be easily changed, 
and the only indirect effect on the result is 
to change the bandwidth of each point in the 
discrete spectrum.
For this investigation, the spectra were com­
puted via the Cooley-Tukey Fast Fourier Transform 
Algorithm using 1.28 seconds of data for each 
Spectrum. The desired averaging time was about
1.0 seconds, but the digital Fast Fourier Transform 
routine requires that the transform be performed 
on 2n data points, where n is an integer. This 
averaging time corresponds to a bandwidth of 
approximately 0.78 Hz in the spectrum. Successive 
spectra were spaced one-quarter the averaging time 
apart (i.e., 0.32 sec.). Since the duration of 
most of the ejections was 0.4-0.8 seconds, one 
could always find a spectrum that included the 
longest ejection, and none of the spectra associ­
ated with short ejections was influenced too much
by the adjacent non-bursting periods. Every 
fourth data point on the original time-record 
was used; therefore, the effective sampling rate 
was 50 points per second, and, consequently, the 
maximum frequency of the spectrum was 25 Hz. This 
upper limit is adequate because a conventional, 
long-time-averaged spectrum computed from al_1_ the 
data showed that the magnitude of the spectral 
contribution at 10 Hz is four decades below the 
value at the peak. Prior to computing the 
Fourier Transform, each data set of 1.28 seconds 
length was multiplied by a 'hamming window', 
h(t), given by
h(t) = 0.54 - 0.46 cos y^fg t =
0.08 + 0.92 sin2 t ,
0 < t <_ 1.28 seconds. This window is a particular­
ly good compromise between width in the time 
domain (i.e., minimum attenuation of the beginning 
and end of the 1.28-second time-record) and width 
in the frequency domain (i.e., narrow, sharp roll­
off band-pass filters).
The results to be presented below are all 
conditional averages abstracted from the complete 
set of time-varying spectra. For example, a 
conditionally averaged spectrum was computed with 
trigger information derived from all the 81 visual­
ly observed ejections. This plot is the average 
of the 81 spectra which were most nearly centered 
about the mid-points of the ejections. In other 
words, only one spectrum was associated with each 
event. Similarly, conditional spectra were com­
puted for each type of oscillatory growth. All 
of these were compared with the average of the
80 spectra found approximately mid-way between the
81 ejections. Therefore, the spectra for the 'non­
events' are only representative of these inter­
vening periods and are not based on al1 the data 
between ejections. Since the results are due to 
about 23 spectra for each individual oscillatory 
growth type, and 80 spectra for the non-events 
and for the 'all-ejections' situation, the uncer­
tainties are quite large. Nevertheless, the
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outcome does reveal a certain structure to the 
motions during ejection periods.
Results - Conditionally averaged spectra, 
based either on all the ejections, on breakup 
periods only, or on non-ejection periods, are 
shown in Figure 13. Although it is difficult 
to see any significant differences among the 
three lines, they do show a spreading apart 
between the 'non-events' line and the other two 
lines in two zones - 1-1/2 - 3-1/2 Hz and 5-9 Hz. 
This spreading apart is enhanced in Figure 14, 
which is a plot of the ratios of the average 
spectrum for each kind of event to the average 
during non-event periods. Note that the ratios 
are of spectra and, hence, of energies; they are 
not ratios of RMS's and cannot be compared 
directly to the conditional averages. There is 
a line on the graph for each type of oscillatory 
growth as well as for the 'all ejection' condition. 
This plot clearly shows that the energies of the 
fluctuations at about 2 Hz and between 5-9 Hz are 
significantly higher, on the average, during any 
of the event periods, except wavy growth, than 
during the non-event period. Since the reciprocal 
of the average duration of an ejection is 1.6 
(sec) , one is tempted to relate the energy 
excess around the 2-Hz figure to the passage of 
a burst over the probe. The higher frequency 
range is about 3-1/2 - 4-1/2 times this lower 
frequency; that is, it represents fluctuations 
which persist for about 3-1/2 to 4-1/2 cycles 
during the average time of dye passage over the 
probe. The oscillation rate of these fluctuations 
is often called the 'internal frequency' of the 
ejection.
Again, it is the breakup periods which seem 
to differ the most from the 'non-events'. As 
one would expect, the wavy growth shows very 
little energy surplus in the higher frequencies. 
Since transverse vortices are composed of velocity 
fluctuations which lie in the plane of the mean 
flow (i.e., in the direction to which the probe 
is most sensitive), it is not surprising to find 
that they possess the highest energy at the fre­
quency corresponding to the length of dye passage 
over the probe.
It is instructive to compare the frequencies 
of the second peak in the plot of spectral ratios 
with the time-scale of viscous dissipation of the 
turbulent motions. This time-scale, td , can be 
computed from the dissipation rale, e, using the 
two equations given below. They are derived in 
Townsend (17), using Taylor's hypothesis to con­
vert spatial derivatives to temporal ones and 
assuming isotropy* of the small-scale motions.
£ and
The partial derivative was replaced by a centered 
finite difference to calculate e .  The computed 
value of e agrees to within 1/2% with the estimated 
value obtained by the following approximation 
(Bradshaw(4)).
The resulting frequency, 4.2 Hz, is approximately 
equal to the lowest value in the range of internal 
frequencies of bursting. However, we must pause 
here to warn the reader that the agreement between 
dissipation frequency and internal frequency may 
be coincidental owing to the compressed frequency 
scale of this low Reynolds number flow; flows at 
substantially higher Reynolds numbers may or may 
not display this relationship. This coincidence 
between the two frequencies is the only result 
presented in this report that is likely to be 
unique to it because of the low Reynolds number of 
the flow.
CONCLUSIONS
1. Comparison of various detection methods with 
visual studies and with each other reveals that no 
single criterion is yet adequate for entirely 
acceptable conditional averaging. When taken in 
pairs, the various methods give correlation
•k
The assumption of isotropy will produce a frequency 
which is somewhat too low, but adequate for the 
comparison herein.
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coefficients about twice that expected from chance 
alone, but only about half that of the theoretical 
maximum for complete correspondence. None of the 
methods yields a plateau of output as a function 
of threshold level. Thus a clear criterion for an 
event has not been established.
The basic explanation of these difficulties 
appears to lie in the fact that the magnitude 
fluctuations from earlier-generated turbulence 
(i.e., 'noise') is large compared to the amplitude 
of the velocity signature of any of the flow modules 
which have been associated with turbulence pro­
duction to date. Thus far, the most sophisticated 
data-processing techniques available only alleviate, 
they do not solve, this problem.
2. The data continue to substantiate the idea that 
an underlying flow module of low-speed-streak 
lifting is connected to the intervals of high 
Reynolds stress. However, the total Reynolds stress 
which can be associated with this module, using
dye visualization, is less than that found by 
Kim,et al. (8) using bubble visualization. The 
difference is probably owing to the fact that three 
times as many events are marked by bubbles as by 
dye, and this in turn is probably due to the fact 
that not all the low-speed streaks originate 
sufficiently close to the wall to include wall-dye- 
marked fluid. These interpretations appear the 
most likely, but are not proven by the present 
data.
3. Periods of high Reynolds stress seem to be 
associated most often with the third stage of 
'bursting', an event called 'breakup' by Kim,et al. 
(8). The conditional (ensemble average) spectra 
for the breakup event do not show results consistent 
with what might be called a 'pure cascade theory'
of turbulence production. Instead, they show 
apparently simultaneous increase in fluctuation 
energies in the low-moderate frequency range 
(medium eddies) and in the high frequencies (dissi­
pation range). Since these data are few in number, 
and are for a moderately low Reynolds number flow, 
they are not conclusive regarding cascade theories; 
however, they do suggest significant questions for 
future researchers.
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skin-friction factor, c^ = t pUm . 
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frequency of fluctuations dominated 
by viscous dissipation.
Clauser's pressure gradient parameter
window (function of time used to smooth 
velocity data prior to computing 
spectrum by Fourier transform)
number of time steps in jth event 
(used for grouped conditional averages)
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threshold level used in a detection 
scheme
Cartesian spatial coordinates
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fluctuating velocity components in x, 
y, z directions, respectively
mean velocity components in x, y, z 
directions, respectively
total velocity component in x direc­
tion: U = U + u
freestream velocity
shear velocity, u = A w/p







0 boundary-layer momentum thickness
u mean of a time-record or set of data
v fluid kinematic viscosity
conditional average
conditionally averaged RMS of velocities
snort-time-averaged variance (as per 
Blackwelder and Kaplan, 1972); 
statistic computed from a short sample 
(i.e., mean of standard deviation)
time average, especially an average 
computed from entire data set (i.e., 
not from conditionally sampled data)
Abbreviations for Detection Schemes (see Tables)
B-K Blackwelder-Kaplan
W-L Willmarth-Lu
yt short-time-averaged variance of 
32U/3y3t
short-time-averaged variance of 3U/3y
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DISCUSSION
R. S. Brodkey, The Ohio State University: It is of 
course difficult to question Kline's work, since his 
and ours are so very close that anything I would 
criticize would also be criticism of my own. The 
total contribution to the Reynolds stress cited was 
our earlier results. The recent values reported in 
the Journal of Fluid Mechanics are a bit higher. In 
our original work, we tape recorded the results at 
very slow speeds, since we were using an oil channel. 
It takes about four hours to get one data point, not 
four minutes. Then we compressed this 100-1 before 
digitizing onto the computer. Unknown to us, there 
was a frequency-amplitude problem associated with 
the tape recorder and we did not recover the full 
amplitude at the higher speed.
Kline: There is one other bit of data from Willmarth's 
laboratory which relates to what I was saying and 
what Dr. Brodkey was saying. They put the U-probe 
at point-1 and the X-probe at point-2 and slid the
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X-probe backwards and looked for the point of maximum 
correlation. They have only done about 4 points, but 
that separation gave a ax+ , the point of maximum 
correlation, of about a hundred. Let me point out 
that that is where the fluid is going outward quite 
sharply. So that 100 for Ax+ again reiterates that 
240 is probably nowhere near the maximum correlation 
for what we were doing so we just goofed on that 
one, I guess.
Brodkey: Ron Blackwelder at Southern Cal has been 
doing a lot of correlation work moving the probes 
downstream. Is there anything new on that?
R. E. Kaplan, University of Southern California: Many 
of the remarks that I will make on Wednesday will 
bear upon some of the questions which you brought up 
today, so I will refrain from discussing that point 
explicitly. We have a detection scheme, but we have 
a slightly different philosophy for its meaning com­
pared to what Prof. Kline said and that I will also 
discuss Wednesday. With the detection at one point 
and using many wires to make the digitizing simpler 
(we didn't have to run the tape through many times 
looking downstream later in time and higher in space), 
we didn't see events that were as large as the 
initial event at y+ of around 15. Then we made another 
probe which is laterally displaced. There is good 
reason to believe that the disturbance propagates 
laterally (the admittance, if you will, is larger 
laterally) and the bursts attempt to move upwards and 
spread out. We displaced the wires, laterally and 
could move them downstream and upward in space to 
find out what was happening. We didn't see any­
thing as big there and now we're wondering where the 
enormous event is going. The problem could be that 
we should have been upstream because everything is 
collapsing. We are trying this and we are doing the 
U-V correlation work and we hope to be done about 
the time of the APS Meeting around Thanksgiving 
time (1973). So we will repeat more on that.
Kline: Where is your detector located in y^ and how 
far downstream did you go with your rake.
Kaplan: The detector is located at y+ = 15 as we 
used before. We went downstream from no (x) separa­
tion to about two boundary layer thicknesses. There 
is an angular relationship that we are spanning, both 
vertically and laterally in space, and we expect to 
see something. We haven't seen as much in that 
neighborhood as we had expected to see. We have 
initial disturbances which are like 50% of the
average velocity at that point (an enormous effect), 
so something in the neighborhood of one per cent RMS 
is not a large disturbance. We are looking for 
strong events and we have not found them yet.
Kline: Let me make one suggestion, I haven't seen 
your data of course. The high Reynolds stress period 
event goes on for a very short period of time (0.08 
of the event) and that may be what you are having 
trouble with. That event kicks a lot of energy into 
the dissipation range immediately, and that doesn't 
last very long because the viscosity gets to it very 
rapidly, and then you get another event. So that may 
be part of what the problem is. The distances which 
you are doing are very long and the two boundary layer 
thicknesses are going to be x+ of 1000 or so in 
your boundary.
T. J. Hanratty, University of Illinois: I wonder if 
we could rephrase what we are looking for in a dif­
ferent way. We are looking for the types of fluid 
mechanical motions which produce Reynolds stress.
The break-offs and bursts that you see are quite 
possibly part of some reasonably large scale motion 
in the viscous region close to the wall. Presumably, 
we also have some smaller scale motion in that region. 
Maybe what we should be looking at is the total large 
scale motion and not just one particular aspect of 
it when it is bursting. A question that interests 
me is, what portion of the Reynolds stress adoption 
is due to large scale fluid mechanical motions and 
what portion of the Reynolds stress is due to the small 
scale fluid motions which are sumperimposed upon 
this? I think this would have a number of implica­
tions with respect to theoretical work.
Kline: I don't know quite how you would do that, 
however. What do you call a large scale eddy here? 
This is the kind of a problem that you get into.
Hanratty: I would think you would have to look at 
a number of different locations in order to see 
scales.
Kline: That is what everybody has done with spectral 
analyses and scale analyses for years and I don't 
know that it gets you very far.
Brodkey: In the recent J.F.M. paper by Nychas, 
Hershey, and Brodkey, our aim was to photograph in a 
moving coordinate system the entire boundary layer 
region to try to get some coherent picture of the 
inner-outer structure and what was causing the wal I 
region ejections. It is a complicated picture, but it
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is what Hanratty was commenting on. We have often 
thought that the ejections were tied in closely as a 
causative factor. In the work cited above, it looks 
more like a result due to the outer flow. The 
ejections are not causing the intermittency in the 
outer region. It is the intermittent structure 
that is giving rise to the ejections.
Kline: Well, I would agree with Dr. Brodkey in a 
sense and disagree in a sense. We think what we see 
here is a cycle like a feedback in which you can't 
say one causes the other. We would prefer to say 
that you have got interaction between the inner 
and outer layers.
Brodkey: You have to start somewhere. And we've 
also used the term "some sort of feedback".
A. Brandt, Johns Hopkins University: You show that 
the number of events that are detected is a function 
of the trigger level no matter which of the methods 
you considered. When one wants to produce conditional 
results or when one wants, to compare one method to 
another, a value of the threshold must be selected.
Can you explain or discuss how?
Kline: That's the reason that it wasn't totally 
satisfactory, precisely. So I certainly agree with 
your comment. I think I did mention how we did it.
We saw a certain number of visual events. We then 
set the trigger level so that we got the same 
number of events in the detector, which is a second­
hand way of doing it for sure. But you have to do 
something. I'm not saying that's right. We believed 
it was the best way to make the comparison that we 
were trying to make.
We've got a very difficult problem of unscrambl­
ing stuff whether you are trying to go at it as Dr. 
Hanratty was saying or as Dr. Brodkey and I were 
saying. There is a combination of about three 
factors: One of them is that the thing only goes 
through a few cycles of the high Reynolds stress, 
so there's this limit that's imposed upon you in 
terms of the uncertainty of the product of frequency 
band and spectral width. Then you have quite a bit 
of data on that. Then you've got phase-locking be­
tween one event and the next event, so it's a little 
hard for me to visualize how you get it more compli­
cated than that in this particular case. Analysis 
of speech has similar problems, and they are having 
the same difficulties. So we need to get smarter 
about how we unscramble these signals.
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